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1.
Swinden, Henry. The History and Antiquities of The Ancient Burgh of
Great Yarmouth in the County of Norfolk. Collected from the Corporation Charters,
Records, and Evidences; and other the most authentic Materials. HB, John Crouse for
the Author, Norwich, 1772. [16],957,[9]pp Small 4to
A well rebacked copy in full calf with lines and title in gilt to the spine. Modest rubbing
and wear to the edges and boards. Largely clean page edges and with unmarked
marbled endpapers. Inscription dated 1936 to the blank free facing the title page.
There is minor toning to some pages otherwise the contents are in very good clean
condition. A sound copy. £295
2.
Parkin, Charles. An Essay Towards a Topographical History of the
County of Norfolk. Volume XI. Containing the Hundreds of Tunstede, Walsham, West
Flegg and East Flegg. HB, William Miller, London, 1810. [4],402,83,[5]pp Large 8vo
A single volume of Blomefield’s History of Norfolk covering Great Yarmouth. In half calf
but with the lower half of the spine relaid upside down and also part missing. The
remainder of the leather and the marbled boards are rubbed and worn. Marbled edges
and endpapers, which are cracked, and with an engraved bookplate of John Henry
Druery (Yarmouth Author) to the front pastedown. There is foxing to a small number of
pages but overall the contents are very good and clean. With a fine ‘View of Yarmouth’
and a very good clean ‘Map of Marsh-Land’ with a small tear to the left edge. £75
3.
Druery, John Henry. Historical and Topographical Notices of Great
Yarmouth, in Norfolk, and its Environs, including the Parishes and Hamlets of
the Half Hundred of Lothingland, in Suffolk. HB, Nichols and Son, London, 1826.
xviii,382,[4]pp 8vo
A fine copy in full calf with raised bands and blindstamped decoration to the spine, and
with ‘Druery’s Great Yarmouth’ in gilt on black morocco. Triple gilt lined borders to the
front and rear boards and gilt decorated edges. Small label of Diboll, Bookbinder, Great
Yarmouth to the front pastedown and with unmarked brown endpapers. The text is in
fine condition but for a little browning to the title page and all 10 plates are present and
fine bar a few speckles to the frontis South View. £125
4.
Druery, John Henry. Historical and Topographical Notices of Great
Yarmouth, in Norfolk, and its Environs, including the Parishes and Hamlets of
the Half Hundred of Lothingland, in Suffolk. HB, Nichols and Son, London, 1826.
xviii,[2],382,[4]pp 8vo
A slightly larger copy in faded and stained cloth with original paper title to the spine.
Untrimmed edges and with engraved bookplate of Sir Alfred Sherlock Gooch to the front
pastedown. Foxing to the tissue guarded engravings (all present) otherwise the
contents are in fine clean condition. A sound unsophisticated copy. £95
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5.
Barrett, Henry. Great Yarmouth Corporation. A Report of the Investigation
Before His Majesty’s Municipal Commissioners, J. G. Hogg, and J. Buckle. Esqrs.,
Barristers at Law, Appointed to examine into, and report on the Corporate Affairs of the
Borough. HB, J. Barnes, [Great Yarmouth], 1834. 352pp 8vo
In a stained blue cloth binding with repairs to the top and bottom of the spine which
reads in gilt, ‘Yarmouth Municipal Investigation’. Small label of J. Barnes to the upper
part of the front pastedown and with no inscriptions. Title page and a few subsequent
have some staining to the right side otherwise the contents are very good and clean. A
well bound copy. £50
6.
Turner, Dawson. Sketch of the History of Caister Castle, near Yarmouth;
Including Biographical Notices of Sir John Fastolfe and of different individuals
of The Paston Family. HB, Whittaker and Co.; Nichols and Son, London, 1842.
[4],144pp Large 8vo
Recased in fine purple cloth with title in gilt to the spine and with new endpapers. The
text is sound and clean but with the engravings having some browning and staining as
is usually the case. Binder's directions after the title page and all engravings present.
£75
7.
Palmer, Charles John [Editor]. A Booke of the Foundation and Antiquitye
of the Towne of Greate Yermouthe: From the original manuscript written in the
time of Queen Elizabeth: With Notes and an Appendix. HB, Charles John Palmer,
Great Yarmouth, 1847. xviii,[2],161,[1]pp 8vo
A re-spined copy with new gilt title but with original blind stamped boards with gilt
decoration and title to the front. These have soiling and are worn at the corners. New
endpapers but with original free endpapers remaining and with an inscription to the
front, ‘For Wm. Geo. Porter [??] With the Editors[?] Compliments 24th January 1848.’
Foxing and staining to the 3 engravings but not the plan. Text in fine clean condition
and with binder's instructions after the index. £50
8.
Palmer, Charles John [Editor]. The History of Great Yarmouth, by Henry
Manship, Town Clerk, Temp. Queen Elizabeth. HB, Louis Alfred Meall; J. Russell
Smith, Great Yarmouth; London, 1854. [6],vii,[3],iv,435,[3]pp Large 8vo
Finely bound in full light brown calf with four raised bands to the spine which has the
title on morocco. Triple gilt lined borders to the front and rear boards and with gilt
decorated edges. Initials ‘J T S’ embossed in a coloured decoration to the front board.
This copy is ex libris from Grimsby Public Library and there is evidence of label removal
around the bottom of the spine. Large attractive illustrated ex libris label to the front
pastedown and with a few library stamps including to the plates. AEG, soundly bound
and with the contents otherwise fine. £100
9.
Palmer, Charles John. The History of Great Yarmouth, designed as a
Continuation of Manship’s History of that Town. HB, Louis Alfred Meall; J. Russell
Smith, Great Yarmouth; London, 1856. vi,[2],370,[2],xviii pp Large 8vo
In the original binding with worn leather spine which has been repaired at the top and
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bottom. The cloth boards are a little rubbed and stained with corner knocks. Clean
unmarked endpapers with neat signature dated 1873 on the verso facing the half title
page but larger signature of the same is on the verso of the first plate (which is partly
loose), part of which has bled through. Stamp of Blackburn Public Library to the title
page but no other library markings noted. A little soiling to the contents and page
edges but overall internally very good. £75
10.
Turner, Dawson. Sketch of the History of Caister Castle, near Yarmouth;
Including Biographical Notices of Sir John Fastolfe and of different individuals
of The Paston Family. HB, 2nd Edition, Jarrold & Sons; Whittaker and Co.; Great
Yarmouth; London, 1862. [4],148pp 12mo
A fine well bound copy in only slightly soiled white paper boards with unworn but faded
red cloth spine. Soiling to the edges but fine and clean internally (bar staining to the
first and final pages). £65
11.
Nall, John Greaves. Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft, A Handbook for
Visitors and Residents; with chapters on the archaeology, natural history, &c.,
of the District; a history, with statistics, of the East Coast Herring Fishery, and
an etymological and comparative glossary of the Dialect of East Anglia. HB,
Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer, London, 1866. [6],728pp 16mo
A tight copy of the smaller edition with relaid spine. Full calf with corner wear and gilt
decoration to the front. Great Yarmouth Grammar School prize plate dated 1887 to the
front pastedown and a few chips to the unmarked ffep. Folding plan of Yarmouth very
good but with a few additional creases and the folding road map has a little edge wear
and tear. The third folding plan is fine. The contents of these complete two parts in
one are very good bar foxing to a small number of pages. £100
12.
Morris & Co. Morris & Co.’s Commercial Directory and Gazetteer of
Suffolk, with Great Yarmouth and Newmarket. HB, Morris & Co., Nottingham
1868. [4],xx,580,128pp 8vo
A rebacked copy with title on paper to the spine and with rubbed and soiled original
boards. Sellotape stains to the repaired front endpapers but this is a good tight and
largely clean copy. Yarmouth covered between pages 483 and 559. 128 page local
illustrated advertising section to the rear including 14 pages for Yarmouth. £125
13.
Finch Crisp, William. Chronological Retrospect of the History of
Yarmouth, containing nearly 2,000 local events, & c., from the Year of our Lord
46 to 1870, […]. HB, 1st Edition, William Finch Crisp, Great Yarmouth, [1870]. 80pp
8vo
The first edition with a rubbed and faded contemporary blind stamped red cloth binding
with title in gilt to the front and an unmarked but repaired spine. No inscriptions, a
little tanning and foxing to the final pages including the subscriber list but in good
sound condition. £57.50
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14.
Palmer, Charles John. The Perlustration of Great Yarmouth, with
Gorleston and Southtown. Vol. I, Vol. II, Vol. III. HB, George Nall, Great
Yarmouth, 1872-1875. [8],ix,[3],403,[1]pp + [8],440pp + [8],406,xxxiv,pp Large 8vo
3 volume set in fine black half morocco with black boards. Soundly bound with
unmarked marbled endpapers. A little light foxing to parts including some of the plates
(those in volume two are more affected) but overall in sound clean internal condition.
A fine and attractive set. £300
15.
[Mogridge, George]. Sarah Martin, The Prison-Visitor of Great Yarmouth;
A Story of a Useful Life. HB, The Religious Tract Society, London, 1872. viii,[4],11170,[2]pp 12mo
Decorated and blindstamped original blue cloth boards with just a little rubbing and
soiling but bright with gilt title to front and spine. Soiled edges but internally very good
and clean with several vignettes. £25
16.
Finch-Crisp, William. Chronological Retrospect of the History of Great
Yarmouth, From A.D. 46 to 1877, containing several thousand Important Local
Events, etc.; also “A visitor’s Ramble round the Town.”. HB, 2nd Edition, William
Finch-Crisp, Great Yarmouth, [1877]. [2],200pp 12mo
Fine clean contemporary blind stamped brown cloth boards with ‘Crisp’s History of
Yarmouth.’ in gilt to the front. Soiling to the edges and with light foxing to the
otherwise very good contents. Includes 9 local advertising pages to front and rear.
£75
17.
[Lupson, Edward J.]. St. Nicholas’ Church, Great Yarmouth: Its History,
Organ, Pulpit, Library, Etc. PB, Edward J. Lupson, Great Yarmouth, [1881?].
259,[3],[6]pp 12mo
A very good copy in clean bright original paper covers with just a little tear to the
bottom of the spine and a faint stamp to the front. Some soiling to the title page, with
vignette, and also a slight chip to the top right corner. Ink inscription to the verso and
also with a brief notation to an otherwise blank memoranda page. 6 advertising pages
at the rear. Undated but marked in pencil 1897, however indications are this is the 1 st
edition of 1881. £20
18.
Finch-Crisp, William. Chronological Retrospect of the History of Great
Yarmouth and Neighbourhood from A.D. 46 to 1884, containing about 5,000
Important Local Events, &c.; and an Alphabetical List of Mayors. HB, 3rd Edition,
William Finch-Crisp, Great Yarmouth, [1884]. 248pp 12mo
Original blue cloth boards with just a little rubbing and spine wear plus slight corner
bumps. Soiling to the edges and with foxing to the endpapers which has slightly
affected the title and final page. The rest of the contents are very good and clean and
this copy is soundly bound. £65
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19.
Finch-Crisp, William. Chronological Retrospect of the History of Great
Yarmouth and Neighbourhood from A.D. 46 to 1884, containing about 5,000
Important Local Events, &c.; and an Alphabetical List of Mayors. HB, 3rd Edition,
William Finch-Crisp, Great Yarmouth, [1885]. [8],254,[2]pp 12mo
This copy with card boards goes up to events in May 1885. The boards are heavily
soiled with creasing and loss to the bottom front right corner and top left rear corner.
The rebacked spine is only partly present with the remaining title faint. A little soiling
internally but largely very good and clean inside. £45
20.
Danby Palmer, Frederick; Olley, Henry [Illustrator]. The Tollhouse
Restored. HB, J. Buckle, Great Yarmouth, 1887. [2],57,[7]pp Small 4to
Some tanning to the edges of the original paper boards plus a little wear and staining
but overall sound. Some cracking internally but text and plates are very good and
clean. Subscriber list to the rear. £25
21.
Danby Palmer, Frederick. Yarmouth Notes. 1830-1872. HB, J. Buckle,
Great Yarmouth, 1889. [2],358pp 12mo
Bound in red pebble-grain cloth with gilt title to spine and gilt seal of Great Yarmouth to
the front. Minor soiling to the spine which has a little wear to the tips and also with
soiling to the upper page edges. Signature of the author to the front pastedown along
with a later signature dated 1955. Photographic frontis of Danby Palmer and contents
very good with slight tanning only. £85
22.
“Luberta” [Spelman, William Waters]. A Summer Sojourn on the East
Coast. HB, J. Rochford O’Driscoll, Lowestoft, 1892. [8],255,[1]pp 12mo
Rebound in blue boards with title in gilt to the spine and with new endpapers with
bookplate. Soiling to the edges and title page otherwise the text and full page
vignettes are in fine clean condition. Formed of two parts, ’10 Days at Lowestoft’ and
‘Ten Days at Yarmouth’. £100
23.
Yarmouth Mercury. Souvenir of The Great Gale Monday, November 29th,
1897. Supplement to The “Yarmouth Mercury,” December 4th 1897. Pamphlet,
Gt. Yarmouth Printing Company, Ltd., 1897. [12]pp Oblong 24mo
Oblong pamphlet in very good condition with minor staining and creasing to the thin
paper covers. Contents consist of 5 full page photographs, with titles, of the gale. £35
24.
Paget, Stephen [Editor]. Memoirs and Letters of Sir James Paget. HB, 3rd
Impression, Longmans, Green, and Co., London, 1901. [12],438,[2]pp 8vo
Half calf binding which is a little knocked at the corners and slightly worn at the joints
to the upper part of the spine. Marbled boards and fine clean page edges. Signature to
the ffep and a faint, partly removed signature to a blank free. Lithographed portrait of
Paget to the frontis with a little foxing as have the few other plates. The text itself is in
fine and clean. £25
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25.
[Anon.]. The High-Stewardship of Gt. Yarmouth[.] Report of the
Proceedings at the installation of Lord Claud Hamilton 8th January, 1904
During the Mayoralty of Ald. Thomas Green with Portraits of High Stewards.
HB, The Corporation, Great Yarmouth, 1904. 59,[97]pp 8vo
Bright blue original cloth boards with title and decoration in gilt to the front. Minor
rubbing and staining plus a little wear to the top of the spine and minor soiling to the
upper edges. Ink address to the front pastedown and modest foxing to parts of the
text. The many plates, which form part of the pagination, are in fine clean condition.
£45
26.
Yarmouth Independent. The Great Flood at Yarmouth and Gorleston, 7th
January, 1905. Pictorial Souvenir. Pamphlet, The Yarmouth Independent, Great
Yarmouth, 1905. 16pp Oblong 24mo
Small photographic pamphlet in fine condition but with foxing to the cover and edges.
Includes single page description of the flood and some local advertising. £35
27.
Yallop, Alfred Wm. In and about Ancient Yarmouth: A Portfolio of old
and unique pictures of byegone Yarmouth. HB, Alfred Wm, Yallop, Great Yarmouth
& Gorleston, 1905. [12]pp Oblong Large 8vo
A limited edition of 250 copies of which this is number 180. In fine green cloth with gilt
title and illustration to the front. Minor wear to the corners only. Index and subscriber
list before 95 fine tissue guarded plates. Plate 96 and folding West Prospect not tissue
guarded. SOLD
28.
Yarmouth Independent. Yarmouth Election Petition, 1906. J. Martin
White, Petitioner, v. Arthur Fell, M.P., Respondent. Heard before Mr. Justice
Grantham and Mr. Justice Channell, at the Town Hall, Great Yarmouth, 26th
April to 4th May, 1906. Reprinted from Special Issues of the “Yarmouth
Independent.”. HB, Free Press Newspaper and Printing Company Ltd, Great
Yarmouth, 1906. 76,[4]pp Large 8vo
A very good copy but with soiling to the original red cloth boards. Soundly bound and
with the odd blemish to a small number of pages and a small tear to the final blank
free. With plates of the main participants at the front. £30
29.
Richmond, W. R. The Story of Great Yarmouth. HB, Jarrold & Sons,
London, [undated c. 1910]. 94,[2]pp 12mo
A fine copy of this small hardback with bright original boards. The contents include
several photographs and are fine but with minor creasing to page 11/12. £10
30.
Snowden Gamble, C. F. The Story of a North Sea Air Station: Being some
account of the early days of the Royal Flying Corps (Naval Wing) and of the
part played thereafter by the Air Station at Great Yarmouth and its opponents
during the War 1914-1918. HB, Humphrey Milford Oxford University Press, London,
1928. xvi,446pp Large 8vo
9

In slightly rubbed publishers green cloth with soiled page edges and soundly bound with
contents in very good order. Large folding plan at the rear is untorn but has foxing.
Sold with a facsimile of RNAS Disposition of Aircraft October 2, 1915. This folio size
stapled booklet has paper covers and 16 single sided sheets copied from the original,
and is slightly worn and creased. Great Yarmouth features briefly. £85
31.
Box, Charles G. Great Yarmouth Front Line Town 1939-45. An Official
account of the A.R.P. activities and enemy action within the County Borough of
Great Yarmouth which includes Gorleston-on-Sea. PB, Wm. Byles & Sons,
Bradford, [c. 1945]. 60,[4]pp Large 8vo
Very good in original bright orange covers with foxing to the rear. Contents also very
good and include photographic plates and three pages of maps showing the location of
the fall of bombs. £15
32.
St. J. O’Neil, B. H. Some Seventeenth-century Houses in Great
Yarmouth. PB, [Society of Antiquaries of London], [Oxford], [1953]. 141-180pp 4to
An extraction with a facsimile title page and unmarked blue paper covers. In fine clean
condition and with 14 pages of plates and a folding plan at the rear. £15
33.
Ecclestone, A. W.; Ecclestone, J. L. The Rise of Great Yarmouth: The Story
of a Sandbank. HB DW, A. W. Ecclestone, Great Yarmouth, 1959. 200pp 8vo
There is staining to the edges of the light blue cloth which is otherwise sound;
additionally the page edges are soiled. Front and rear pastedown remnants and
damage plus a very library faint stamp to the verso of the title page. Foxing to the free
endpapers but the contents are in very good order. The dust jacket is fine and clean
but for a light stain to the rear. £25
34.
Capon, Paul. The Great Yarmouth Mystery: The Chronicle of a Famous
Crime. HB DW, George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd, London, 1965. 249,[3]pp 8vo
A fine and clean copy with bright unclipped dust jacket but with foxing to the edges of
the pages. Concerns the killing of Mary Bennett. £10
35.
Ecclestone, A. W. Henry Manship’s Great Yarmouth. HB, A. W. Ecclestone,
Great Yarmouth, 1971. 110,[2]pp 8vo
A very good copy with a little soiling to the upper page edges and with contents
including the folding plan fine. £20
36.
Ecclestone, A. W. A Yarmouth Miscellany. HB, A. W. Ecclestone, Great
Yarmouth, 1974. 191,[1]pp 8vo
A very good clean copy with only very slight fading to the spine. Folding plans to front
and rear are all fine as are the contents though there is a small owners label to the
front pastedown. £20
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37.
Barker, T. Transport in Great Yarmouth: Volume One Electric
Tramways 1902-1918, Volume Two Electric Tramways and Petrol Omnibuses
1919-1933, Volume Three The Blue Buses 1934-1953. HB, T. Barker, Chipping
Sodbury, 1980-1987. 4to
Three volume set in pictorial boards and in very good condition. Minor wear and fading
only to the boards with the contents including many photographic plates all sound. £75
38.
Teun, Michael. The Rows of Great Yarmouth Part One, Part Two, Part
Three. Plastic Comb Binding, Michael Teun, 1987. 12pp + 12pp + 12pp 4to
A set of three with green paper covers and all in very good condition. £12.50
39.
McBride, John. A Diary of Great Yarmouth. HB, John McBride, Gorleston,
1998. 255,[1]pp 4to
A very fine clean copy in blue cloth boards with title in gilt to front and spine. £35
40.
Hedges, A. A. C.; Boon, Michael; Meeres, Frank. Yarmouth is an Ancient
Town. PB, Revised and Expanded, Blackall Books, Great Yarmouth, 2001. [2]117,[1]pp
Oblong 8vo
A near fine copy with just a little creasing to the bottom left corner of the rear cover.
Contents all fine and clean. £12.50
41.
Stacey, Don. The Hippodrome Great Yarmouth: A Pictorial History. PB,
Jays UK Ltd, Great Yarmouth, 2003. 80pp 4to
A fine clean copy with many illustrations including 8 pages of colour plates in the centre
pages. £10
42.
Davies, Paul P. History of Medicine in Great Yarmouth: Hospitals and
Doctors. HB, Paul P. Davies, Great Yarmouth, 2003. [2],vi,718,[2]pp 4to
A very fine clean copy of this substantial volume with pictorial boards. With many
illustrations, plans and tables. £57.50
43.
Meeres, Frank. A History of Great Yarmouth. HB DW, Phillimore & Co. Ltd,
Chichester, 2007. vi,218pp Large 8vo
The book, with many illustrations, is in very fine clean condition. The dust jacket is
clean and unclipped but has a small tear to its front middle right side, slight upper edge
wear and sunning to the spine. £10.95
44.
Finch-Crisp, William. Chronological Retrospect of the History of Great
Yarmouth and Neighbourhood from A.D. 46 to 1884. PB, Julie Grint, Gorleston,
2010. [8],254,[6]pp 12mo
A facsimile of the 3rd edition and in very fine clean condition. £10
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GREAT YARMOUTH GUIDES
45.
The Visitor’s Guide to The Town and Neighbourhood of Great
Yarmouth. HB, John Cooper, Great Yarmouth, 1854. [4],103,[1]pp 12mo
Original blue cloth boards with minor wear and bright gilt title to the front. A little
soiling/spotting to the page edges and with a glue repair to the front endpapers. The
contents including folding map and 6 engravings are in very good clean condition. £50
46.
Views of Yarmouth. HB, Rock & Co., London, [1871]. Oblong 24mo
Small hardback with minor rubbing and staining and in blindstamped dark blue cloth
with ‘Views of Yarmouth’ in gilt to the front. Contains 24 steel engraved vignette views
of Yarmouth dated between 1850 and 1871. The first and final have notable foxing but
most are largely clean. £75
47.
The Illustrated Guide to Great Yarmouth including Southtown,
Gorleston, Norwich, Lowestoft, Southwold, and Cromer. Also a full description
of the East Anglian Broads and the River Fishing. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London,
[1888]. 133,[21]pp 16mo
Bright red front boards with title in gilt but with soiling to the spine which has loss (1/2
inch) to the top; and also with staining to the rear boards. The illustrated contents are
in very good condition. They include a folding map of Norfolk, plan of Yarmouth and
engraved view of the beach from Britannia pier. Illustration a mixture of engravings
and photographs. £25
48.
The Album of Great Yarmouth Views. HB, [c. 1890]. 8vo
A single folding sheet of views of Great Yarmouth bound in very good gilt decorated
dark red boards. 14 views in total with two double page view of the beach with others
one or two to a page. Very fine internal condition. £27.50
49.
The “Camera” Series. Album of Views of Great Yarmouth. HB, Brown &
Rawcliffe Limtd., Liverpool, [c. 1890]. Oblong 8vo
An album of views in green slightly worn boards with gilt decorated title to the front. A
single sided long folding paper sheet in fine condition with many Yarmouth views, small
and large, including panoramas. £45
50.
Danby Palmer, F. Visit of the British Association to Great Yarmouth,
September 19th, 1895. “ A Yarmouth Yarn.” Pamphlet, J. Buckle, Great Yarmouth,
1895. 28,[2]pp 8vo
A very good copy, fine inside, with foxing to the front and rear covers. They are
otherwise also fine. £17.50
51.
The Ancient Rows of Great Yarmouth: Their Names. Why so
constructed, and What Visitors have written about them, also a descriptive
sketch of Yarmouth Beach. Pamphlet, Edward J. Lupson, [c. 1897]. 40pp including
covers 12mo
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Thin paper covers with soiling and a small amount of loss to the rear. Minor soiling
inside otherwise very good. £20
52.
Yarmouth Independent. An Interesting Local Souvenir of the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee. Pictures of Old Yarmouth. Supplement to the “Yarmouth
Independent,” June 19th, 1897. PB, Free Press Newspaper and Printing Company,
Great Yarmouth, 1897. i-iv,20,v-viii pp Folio
Large illustrated publication with soiled paper covers and new spine. The contents and
edges have a little soiling and creasing. With many photos, views and portraits
including to the local advertising sections at the front and rear. £40

58.
The Tolhouse, Great Yarmouth. Pamphlet, John Buckle (Printers) Ltd.,
Great Yarmouth, [c. 1900]. 24pp 12mo
Thin paper covers with a little foxing otherwise a fine clean copy with several small
illustrations. £10
59.
George, Thos. P. The View Album of Yarmouth and Norfolk Boards. HB,
[c. 1900]. 12mo
A single folding sheet of photographs bound in fine gilt decorated purple boards. 14
photographs of which two are full page. Minor staining to the bottom edges not
affecting the illustrations. £20

53.
The Ancient Rows of Great Yarmouth: Their Names. Why so
constructed, and What Visitors have written about them. With Illustrations.
Pamphlet, Edward J. Lupson, [c. 1900]. 32pp including covers 12mo
Thin paper covers with foxing and soiling plus a little wear. A little foxing inside but
largely very good and clean. £20

60.
Yarmouth. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London, [c. 1900]. Oblong 16mo
A photographic album with fairly worn but sound purple cloth boards which have
‘Yarmouth’ to the front. Consists of 16 full page black and white photographs, including
of the beach and the town. Modest soiling to the margins of the photographs which are
otherwise very good. £20

54.
Beecham’s Photo-Folio 24 Choice Photographic Views. Yarmouth,
Lowestoft & Norwich. Pamphlet, Thomas Beecham, St. Helens, [c. 1900]. 32mo
Small photographic pamphlet with original bright covers and a new spine. 24 full pages
views largely very good with a small blemish to the margins of some of the earlier
pages. Includes 10 views of Yarmouth and 9 of Lowestoft. £3.50

61.
Johnson, Harry B. Yarmouth Yarns (No. 1). Pamphlet, Jarrold & Sons,
Ltd., [c. 1900]. 12pp 12mo
A fine but tanned illustrated pamphlet in brown covers, ‘for those to whom the ordinary
“Guide Book” makes little appeal.’ £12.50

55.
“Camera” Series. Views of Great Yarmouth and Neighbourhood in
Colours. Pamphlet, [c. 1900]. [2],[2]pp Oblong 8vo
Original bright paper covers with a little soiling and wear. With 22 pages of colour
views of Yarmouth and the surrounding area, 10 of which are full page, in fine clean
condition. £40

62.
Day, H. G. [Editor]. Great Yarmouth Conference Souvenir: The
Authorised Official Guide for The National Union of Teachers Conference
Easter, 1901. HB, Jarrold and Sons, London, 1901. 174,[42]pp 12mo
Sound original decorated cloth boards with a little soiling and staining only. TEG and
very good internal condition with many illustrations of people and places in and around
Yarmouth. With large folding panoramic view of Carrow Works, Norwich with a minor
repair. A very good copy. £29.50

56.
A New Pictorial and Descriptive Guide to Great Yarmouth, and the Land
of the Broads, with excursions to Lowestoft, Norwich, etc. PB, Ward, Lock and
Co., Limited, 1900. xxiv,24,84,78,[4],[2],xvi,32,48pp 16mo
The 1900 Ward Lock guide with soiling to the red covers and fading to the spine.
Soiling to the edges and with the early advertising pages partly loose. Light to
moderate foxing throughout including to the folding plans of the districts and the
Broads. However the Plan of Yarmouth is not present. With many photographs and
several advertising sections. £12.50

63.
Portfolio of Pictures in Color illustrating Great Yarmouth and
Gorleston. Reproduced from original Water Color Sketches. Pamphlet, [c.
1900s]. Oblong 12mo
The cover is worn at what was the crease and has sunning to parts but is otherwise
very good. With 6 full page colour plates each with title and no other text. These are
largely very good with wear or soiling only at the extremities. £25

57.
Photographic Views Yarmouth. The Domestic Bazaar Co., London, [c.
1900]. [2]pp Large 8vo
A photographic album in worn red cloth boards with ‘Yarmouth and District’ to the front.
36 pages of photographs from Yarmouth, Norwich, Cromer, Lowestoft etc., with some
full page but the majority two or more to a page. Staining to the margins of the centre
photos otherwise very good and clean but with the contents separated from the lower
staples. £20
13

64.
Lingwood, Lemmon. The Illustrated Handbook to Great Yarmouth
Gorleston-on-Sea and Neighbourhood. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Norwich, [1903].
xvi,152pp including covers 16mo
Original colour illustrated card covers with loss to the top and bottom, wear, creasing
and minor fading. With a new spine which has typed title on card. Contents with
modest soiling and cracking and include many full page photographic plates. £15

14

65.
Guide to the Church Congress and Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition held in
Great Yarmouth, September 28, 30, October 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1907 […]. HB,
Church Congress, London, 1907. 288pp 12mo
Colour decorated card boards with some wear and creasing to the spine but otherwise
sound. In very good clean internal condition with a folding coloured plan of Yarmouth
and Gorleston plus a reproduction of the South West Prospect. Includes a directory of
the exhibition loans and large amounts of advertising. £20
66.
150 Photographic Views of Yarmouth and District. Also comprising
Views of Gorleston, Caister Castle and Life Memorial, Fishing Industry […].
HB, Valentine & Sons, Limited, Dundee […], [c. 1910]. [56]pp Oblong 8vo
Gilt decorated front cover with original purple colours lost and some fading to the gilt.
Also minor wear to the edges and to the right of the gilt title. Modern black taped spine
and with clear tape connecting the contents to the boards. The contents are largely
very good and clean with a full page colour postcard image of Wellington Gardens at
the start and a mixture of large and small black and white photographs forming most of
the remainder. £35

79. Great Yarmouth and Gorleston Guide

67.
The Empire by Express with numerous photographs and illustrations.
Book IV. Into East Anglia. PB, Collins’ Clear-Type Press, [c. 1910]. 152pp 16mo
Very good with bright green covers with a little wear to the spine. Spotting to the verso
of the plates and title page otherwise the contents are fine. With chapters on Great
Yarmouth and Lowestoft, eight and seven pages long respectively. £8.50
68.
Great Yarmouth Illustrated. PB, The Robertson Printing Co., Hastings, [c.
1910]. [52]pp Oblong Small 4to
Red covers with staining to the front plus minor wear, creasing and fading. The
contents are largely very good and clean with some small tears and creasing to the
edges of the photographic plates but not affecting the illustrations. £35

78. Great Yarmouth and Gorleston Guide

69.
Official Guide to Great Yarmouth. PB, Jarrold and Sons, Ltd, [c. 1910].
[14],56,[18]pp Oblong 24mo
Clean bright covers with rust stains and with the contents also fine and clean. That is
except for a photograph having been cut out on page 23 and a colour plate between
pages 28 and 29 with a large amount of insect loss. Large local advertising sections.
£10
70.
One Hundred Pictures of the East Coast. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd.,
Norwich, [c. 1910]. [104]pp 8vo
The original cover is faded and slightly worn but features a small circular image of
Great Yarmouth. The spine is sound but has loss to the top (¾ inch) and the bottom (1
inch). Yarmouth and Gorleston feature in the first eight photographs and Lowestoft the
next eight and all are fine and clean. £17.50

46. Plate from Views of Yarmouth (cropped)
135. Broadland Scribblings
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71.
Excursions round Yarmouth, Lowestoft, Cromer, Sheringham,
Mundesley, The Broads, etc. Pamphlet, Great Eastern Railway, 1911. 20pp 12mo
Pamphlet with new staples and a clear tape repaired spine. The original covers also
have some creasing and soiling but the contents, with centre creasing, are largely very
good and clean. A small slim guide with details of the many excursions available by rail
including jointly by rail and boat. £9.50
72.
Jarrolds’ Illustrated Guide to Great Yarmouth: The People’s
Playground by the Sea. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Norwich, [1916].
viii,79,[1],viii,55,[1]pp 12mo
Bright covers with minor wear and creasing plus evidence of label removals at the
bottom of the front. Soundly bound and in fine clean internal condition. With large
folding map of the District, a map for cyclists and street map of Great Yarmouth. The
book is in two distinct parts with the second for Gorleston and neighbourhood. Also
includes several pages of photographic plates. £25
73.
120 Artistic Views of Great Yarmouth and District with Map & Guide.
PB, [c. 1920]. [42]pp Oblong Large 8vo
Large oblong booklet with brown illustrated paper covers, which have creasing and
minor chips and tears. Largely clean inside with most of the contents being
photographs and illustrations of Yarmouth and surrounding areas including Lowestoft
and Norwich. A rare volume. £45

26. The Great Flood

74.
Great Yarmouth and District: A handy guide arranged for easy
reference. Pamphlet, Ed. J. Burrow & Co. Ltd., Cheltenham and London, [c. 1920].
52pp 12mo
Illustrated cover is worn and creased with some staining and green ink marked down
the left side. Some minor soiling and foxing to the contents with glue repair to the
centre pages of a road and railway map. £12.95
75.
Gt. Yarmouth and Gorleston Carnival Week June 30th to July 7th 1923.
Official Programme. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, 1923. 96pp 12mo
Bright clean covers but with wear and tear to the overlap plus some creasing. Foxing
to the page edges and some of the contents otherwise sound. £12.50

17. St. Nicholas’ Church

10. Caister Castle

17

76.
Programme Wellington Pier Gardens, Pavilion & Winter Gardens, Great
Yarmouth. Pamphlet, John Buckle, Great Yarmouth, 1928. 14pp including covers
12mo
Slim pamphlet in fine clean condition but for minor rusting. Largely advertising with
centre pages the programme for Sunday 23rd September 1928. A band from the
Worcestershire Regiment was the main attraction with Jack Hylton also making a
personal appearance. £5

18

77.
Great Yarmouth & Gorleston on Sea Official Guide. Booklet, E. T. W.
Dennis & Sons, Ltd., Scarborough, [c. Late 1920s]. 88pp Oblong 32mo
Original covers bright with wear to the left creases but otherwise sound. Minor soiling
to the first and last pages and with centre pages loose. Minor glue repairs elsewhere in
the booklet. £25

84.
Pegotty’s Annual Summer 1939. The Official Magazine of the Great
Yarmouth and Gorleston Hospitals. Magazine, John Buckle (Printers) Ltd., Great
Yarmouth, 1939. 56pp including covers 4to
A near fine copy with minor soiling and staining to the bright covers. The contents are
all clean and the staples are only slightly rusting. £20

78.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea for Happy Healthy Holidays.
Booklet, Jarrold & Sons, Great Yarmouth, [c. Late 1920s/Early 1930s]. 100pp Oblong
32mo
Attractive bright clean covers with minor creasing and slightly rusting staples. Fine
clean condition internally. A very nice copy. £32.50

85.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. Pamphlet, The
Corporation, [1947]. 76pp 12mo
A very good clean guide with minor wear to the overlap of the cover and with a stamp
of an L. J. Partridge on the front. £10

79.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea for Happy Healthy Holidays.
Booklet, Jarrold & Sons, Great Yarmouth, [1934]. 96pp Oblong 32mo
Bright clean covers with slightly rusting staples and inked ‘Yarmouth’ still visible
between them. No. 354 written in red in the top left front corner and with a
compliments slip from the Publicity Manager dated Dec. 29 1934 loose inside. The
contents, including large folding plan, are in fine clean condition. A very nice copy.
£32.50

86.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, The
Corporation of Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea, [1949]. 52pp Large 8vo
Good with some soiling and creasing to the cover. £25
87.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation, [1951]. 69pp Large 8vo
Good with some chips and wear to the cover. With 8 page Summary of
Accommodation. £15

80.
Great Yarmouth & Gorleston on Sea Official Guide. Booklet, Jarrold &
Sons, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, [1935]. 96pp 12mo
Original covers with some soiling and repaired at the staples and top left front corner.
The contents including a large folding plan are in very good clean condition. £15

88.
Seacroft Calls! Pamphlet, Seacroft Holiday Camp, 1951. 16pp including
covers 8vo
A very good illustrated brochure with minor soiling to the bright covers and with an
unused booking form still attached inside. £9.50

81.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston on Sea Official Guide. Booklet, Jarrold &
Sons, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, [1937]. 112pp 12mo
The covers have some soiling and wear at the overlap but the contents are in fine clean
condition. A stapled copy. However there is no map at the rear. £22.50

89.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation, [1952]. 73pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20

82.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston on Sea Official Guide. Booklet, Jarrold &
Sons, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, [1937]. 112pp 12mo
A copy with heavier soiling to the cover and slightly more wear and tear to the overlap.
Also with large ‘Tickets from Pickfords’ stamps to front and rear. A string bound copy.
Small ink notes to the first page otherwise internally fine and includes a fine large
folding plan at the rear. £20
83.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston on Sea Official Guide. Booklet, The
Corporation, [1939]. 128pp 12mo
The covers are worn at the overlap but only minor soiling. They have been repaired
having come detached from the staples and there is some wear also in that area. The
contents including the very large folding plan are in fine clean condition. £15
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90.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation, [1953]. 77pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. With large loose folding plan. £20
91.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1954]. 85pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy with large loose folding plan. £20
92.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1955]. 96pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy with large loose folding plan. £20
93.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1956]. 104pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy with large loose folding plan. £20
20

94.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1957]. 108pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20

A very fine clean copy but for a small crease to the top corner of the cover. With large
loose folding plan and small leaflet, 'Live Shows and other attractions at Great
Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea 1967 Season Issue 1'. £20

95.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1958]. 116pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy with large loose folding plan. £20
96.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1959]. 124pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20

105.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1968]. 184pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20

97.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1960]. 128pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. £20
98.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1961]. 132pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20
99.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1962]. 144pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. £20
100.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1963]. 152pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. With large loose folding plan and small leaflet, 'Live Shows and
other attractions at Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea 1963 Season Issue 2'. £20
101.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1964]. 164pp Large 8vo
A fine clean copy with large loose folding plan. £20
102.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1965]. 168pp 8vo
A fine clean copy. £20
103.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1966]. 176pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. With loose small leaflet, 'Live Shows and other attractions at
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea 1966 Season Issue 1'. £20
104.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1967]. 184pp Large 8vo
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106.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Guide. PB, John A.
Kinnersley, [1969]. 184pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. With large loose folding plan and small leaflet, 'Live Shows and
other attractions at Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea 1969 Season Issue 1'. £20
107.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Holiday Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation Entertainments and Publicity Committee, [1970]. 192pp Large
8vo
A very fine clean copy. With large loose folding plan and small leaflet, 'Live Shows and
other attractions at Great Yarmouth & Gorleston-on-Sea 1970 Season Issue 1'. £15
108.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea. PB, Great Yarmouth Corporation
Sea Front Committee, [1971]. 192pp Large 8vo
A good copy with creasing and a little soiling to the covers. Clean inside with large
loose folding plan. £12.50
109.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Holiday Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation Department of Publicity and Attractions, [1972]. 191,[1]pp
Large 8vo
A fine tight copy with a little soiling to the page edges. £15
110.
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston-on-Sea Official Holiday Guide. PB, Great
Yarmouth Corporation Sea Front Committee, [1973]. 191,[1]pp Large 8vo
Very good with slight wear and a little foxing to the final pages. With a creased loose
large folding plan. £15
111.
Great Yarmouth District Official Holiday Guide. PB, Great Yarmouth
District Council, Publicity and Amenities Committee, [1974]. 208pp Large 8vo
A very good clean and complete copy. £15
112.
Great Yarmouth Official Holiday Guide 1975. PB, Department of Publicity
and Amenities, 1975. 200pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy. With 7 loose flyers for local attractions including Issue Two (A)
of 'Live Shows and Attractions 1975'. £15
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113.
Great Yarmouth Official Holiday Guide 1979. PB, Department of Publicity
and Amenities, 1979. 224pp 8vo
Very good, clean and complete. £7
114.
Great Yarmouth Official Holiday Guide 1981. PB, Department of Publicity,
1981. 240pp 8vo
A little tanning to the cover otherwise fine. £7
115.
Great Yarmouth Official Holiday Guide 1983. PB, Department of Publicity,
1983. 224pp 8vo
A fine clean copy with slight tanning to the cover. With loose street plan, carnival flyer
and Second issue of 'Live Shows and Attractions 1983'. £7
116.
Great Yarmouth Official Holiday Guide 1985. PB, Department of Publicity,
1985. 208pp 8vo
A very fine clean copy. £7
117.
Great Yarmouth Holiday Brochure 2004. Magazine, Tourism Division,
Great Yarmouth Borough Council, 2004. 112pp 4to
Fine condition. £3.50
118.
Great Yarmouth Holiday Brochure 2006. Magazine, Tourism Division,
Great Yarmouth Borough Council, 2006. 96pp 4to
Fine condition. £3.50
119.
Lowestoft Holiday Guide. PB, M. F. Robinson & Co. Ltd., [1938]. 84pp 8vo
Bright clean covers with some chips and tears plus loss to the top and bottom of the
spine. The contents including folding plan at the rear are in very good condition.
£29.50
GREAT YARMOUTH EPHEMERA
120.
[Parliament]. An Act for Reviving and Act passed in the Tenth Year of
Her late Majesty’s Reign, Intituled, An Act to make a Causey over the Denes
from Great Yarmouth to Caister in the County of Norfolk; and for making the
said Act more Effectual. [Together with] An Act for Clearing, Depthning, Repairing,
Ex-tending, Maintaining, and Improving the Haven and Piers of Great Yarmouth, and for
Depthning and making more Navigable the several Rivers emptying themselves at the
said Town; and also for Preserving Ships wintering in the said Haven, from Accidents by
Fire. [Together with] An Act for the better Qualifying the Manufacturers of Stuffs and
Yarn in the City of Norwich, and Liberties thereof, to bear Offices of Magistracy in the
said City, and for Regulating Elections of such Officers. Disbound, John Baskett,
London, 1723. [2],191-196,[2],423-435,[1],[2],415-419,[1]pp
3 original Acts attached together and all in very good condition with minor toning. £10
23

121.
Great Yarmouth Port and Haven Commissioners. Great Yarmouth Port
and Haven Acts 1866 to 1911. Bye-Laws made by the Great Yarmouth Port
and Haven Commissioners, For Regulating the Use of the Rivers Yare, Bure and
Waveney. Pamphlet, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, [1912]. 14,[2]pp 8vo
Card covers with tanning, wear and chips to the edges plus staining and spotting to the
rear. Also pencil note to the top. Tanning to the edge of the title page otherwise
contents are largely sound. Tipped into the front is a large folding ‘Map of the Rivers
Yare, Bure, Waveney, &c., within the Port of Great Yarmouth. 1907.’ Measuring 19.5
inches by 19 inches it is untorn though does have tanning to parts and includes a table
of distances. £12.50
122.
[Editor, The]. Yarmouth Mercury […] and Yarmouth Independent No.
4822 Friday, August 4, 1961. Newspaper, Yarmouth Mercury Co. Ltd., 1961.
12,iv,pp
Complete newspaper with minor wear and tear to the edges and with a tabloid ‘Show
Guide Supplement’ in the middle. With the headline ‘Council’s Plan to Increase Size of
Yarmouth’ and including an angry attack by Anthony Fell MP on the Prime Minister’s
proposal to join the Common Market. Also included is 2 sheets (8 pages) of the
newspaper for July 1984 relating to the visit of HMS Yarmouth. £5
123.
A collection of 12 undated early images from Great Yarmouth. On thin
non-photographic paper each measures 12 inches by 5 inches. One is on card and the
rest show evidence of being removed from card with some consequential corner
damage. £15
GREAT YARMOUTH AND LOWESTOFT DIRECTORIES
124.
Kelly’s. Kelly’s Directory of Great Yarmouth, Gorleston, Southtown and
Neighbourhood 1948-49 Twentieth Edition. PB, Kelly’s Directories Ltd., London,
1948. 12mo
A good sound copy with some creasing, wear and tanning to cover and contents. £35
125.
Kelly’s. Kelly’s Directory of Lowestoft, Beccles and Neighbourhood
1959 Thirtieth Edition. PB, Kelly’s Directories Ltd., London, 1959. 12mo
A very good copy with bright covers and a faded spine which has just a little creasing.
Minor tanning but a clean and tight copy. £25
126.
Kelly’s. Kelly’s Directory of Lowestoft, Beccles and Neighbourhood
1965 Thirty-Third Edition. PB, Kelly’s Directories Ltd., London, 1965. 12mo
A good sound copy with minor wear and creasing to the covers and with the contents
all sound with tanning to parts. £20
127.
Kelly’s. Kelly’s Directory of Lowestoft, Beccles and Neighbourhood
1967 Thirty-Fourth Edition. PB, Kelly’s Directories Ltd., London, 1967. 12mo
24

The cover and edge are soiled and with spotting also to the front. Little wear however
and the contents are very good with slight tanning only. £15
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128.
Kelly’s. Kelly’s Directory of Great Yarmouth, Gorleston and Southtown
1969 Twenty-ninth edition. PB, Kelly’s Directories Limited, 1969. 12mo
The cover has some wear and creasing with a little rubbing also to the page edges. The
contents are largely clean with a little yellowing to parts of a small number of pages.
£15

ARTHUR HENRY PATTERSON

HERRING FISHERY
129.
Caux, J. W de. The Herring and the Herring Fishery, with chapters on
Fishes and Fishing, and our Fisheries in the Future. HB, Hamilton, Adams, and
Co.; Fletcher and Son, London; Norwich, 1881. viii,159,[5]pp 12mo
Original green blind stamped cloth boards with title in gilt to front and spine. Minor
rubbing to the boards, no inscriptions and in fine clean tight condition. £27.50
130.
Samuel, Arthur Michael.
HB, John Murray, London, 1918.
The green publisher’s cloth has a
spine. Minor soiling to the edges
very good and clean. £30

The Herring; Its effect on the History of Britain.
199,[1]pp 8vo
little rubbing and is slightly worn at the top of the
but the contents including the double page plates are

131.
Hodgson, W. C. The Herring and its Fishery. HB DW, Routledge & Kegan
Paul, London, 1957. xiii,[1],197,[3]pp 8vo
In blue cloth with a little fading to the spine but otherwise fine. Minor spotting/soiling
to the edges but in fine clean internal condition without inscription. The dust jacket is
bright with very slight edge wear and tear only and is not price clipped. £27.50

Books by Patterson
132.
Sea-Side Scribblings for Visitors; or How to make the most of a Holiday
Jaunt. HB, Jarrold & Sons, London, [1887]. 139,[5]pp 12mo
Original illustrated card boards with minor soiling only and a little wear to the corners.
Partial loss to the bottom of the spine up to 4cm, however with complete loss only up to
1/2cm. Soiling and spotting to the endpapers but with the contents in very good clean
condition. A very sound copy. £295
133.
Notes on Pet Monkeys and how to manage them. HB, L. Upcott Gill,
London, 1888. 112,[2],25,[7]pp Small 8vo
In original soiled cloth boards with monkey illustrations to the front, and with a
rebacked spine. Soiling to the edges with a little also inside along with minor spotting
to small parts. Ink initials facing the title page and ink name on the contents page. A
soundly bound copy with publisher catalogue dated 1887 to the rear along with
additional advertising. £275
134.
“Luberta”. A List of the Fishes of the Great Yarmouth District, with
Notes on each Species. HB, J. Rochford O’Driscoll, Lowestoft, 1892. [14],62,[18]pp
12mo
In original illustrated card boards with soiling, a small tear to the top of the spine, and
some rubbing to the top of the rear. Other than tanning to the free endpapers the
contents are in fine clean condition and include large local advertising sections to the
front and rear. Patterson claimed authorship of this title despite the pseudonym
belonging to Mr W. W. Spelman. £125
135.
Broadland Scribblings: Leisure-HourBook for the Holidays. PB, P.
Soman and Son, Norwich and London, 1892. [14],[8],198,[24]pp 12mo
Original illustrated paper covers have been reattached but are very good with just a
little soiling and wear. Much of the spine however is lost though this copy is still fairly
well bound together. Soiling to the page edges but the contents including the plates
are very good and clean. Local and national advertising sections to front and rear.
Very scarce. £295

132. Seaside Scribblings

75. Great Yarmouth Carnival Week
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136.
Man and Nature on The Broads. HB, Thomas Mitchell, London, [1895].
143,[1]pp 8vo
A fine copy with bright clean blue cloth boards with gold, silver and black decoration to
the front and ‘On the Broads’ in gilt to the spine. AEG and with tanning to parts of the
free endpapers including to a large prize label from Raglan House School, Brighton,
26

dated 1897. The contents are otherwise in fine and clean condition and this copy is one
of the best we have handled. £250
137.
Rambles in Birdland. HB, Thomas Mitchell, London, [1896]. 127,[1]pp 8vo
Scarce title in very good brown cloth with gold, silver and black decoration to the front
and ‘Birdland’ in gilt to the spine. Internally very good and clean with a little tanning
only and minor indication of a removal from the front pastedown. £250
138.
Catalogue of the Birds of Great Yarmouth. Giving a few descriptive
notes, and dates when most of the rarer species were obtained. Re-printed
from the “Zoologist,” for private circulation. HB, The Great Yarmouth Printing
Company, Ltd., 1901. [4],59,[1]pp 8vo
Original card board covers with title to the front. A little soiling plus minor wear and
rubbing to the edges. The leather spine though has some loss to the tips plus
additional wear and rubbing. The front endpapers are cracked with a repair though the
rear remains fine. There is also tanning to the front and rear frees. Otherwise the
contents including plates and preliminaries are fine and clean. Limited to 100 copies.
£250
139.
[With] Smith, A. H. Charles H. Harrison: Broadland Artist. HB, Jarrold &
Sons, London, 1903. 60pp 8vo
Original blue cloth boards with title in gilt to the front. Very slight rubbing only and
minor soiling to the untitled spine. Spotting to the edges and light to modest internal
spotting not affecting the plates. Signature in pencil dated 1903 to the ffep and owners
pencil notes of purchase from Hockliffe’s, Bedford in 1952 to the rear. Copy 26 of a
limited edition of 175 and in sound condition. £295
140.
From Hayloft to Temple. The Story of Primitive Methodism in
Yarmouth. Biographical, Reminiscent, Chronological, &c. HB, Robert Bryant,
London, 1903. xvi,175,[1]pp 8vo
Original violet cloth boards with a rebacked spine and new endpapers in ‘sympathetic
style’. Soiling to the page edges and just a little internal soiling to the otherwise very
good contents. £65
141.
Shadow Entertainments and how to work them, being Something
about Shadows, and the way to make them Profitable and Funny. PB, L. Upcott
Gill; Charles Scribner’s Sons, London; New York, 1903. [4],76,[2],15,[1],[2]pp 12mo
Rebacked with original title on the spine, and with moderate soiling and wear to the
original covers. Pencil notes to the first page otherwise the contents are in very good
clean condition. At the rear is a tanned publisher’s catalogue. A sound copy of this
very rare title. £750
142.
Southgate, Frank [Illustrator]. Nature in Eastern Norfolk. HB, Methuen &
Co., London, 1905. [8],352,47,[1]pp Small 8vo
The red cloth spine is faded with minor fading also to the boards but with little rubbing.
27

Cracking between the frontis plate and title page otherwise the clean contents are very
good and without foxing. The colour plates are all present and fine and there is a 47
page publisher catalogue to the rear dated September 1909. £45
143.
Southgate, Frank [Illustrator]. Notes of an East Coast Naturalist: A series
of observations made at odd times during a period of Twenty-Five Years in the
neighbourhood of Great Yarmouth. HB, 2nd Edition, Methuen & Co., London, 1905.
[2],xiii,[1],304,40pp Small 8vo
Bright clean green cloth with very slight loss to the bottom of the spine. Soiling and
foxing to the page edges and with moderate to heavy foxing internally. Minor cracking
to the front endpaper with tanning to the free endpapers and initials (a. H. and P?)
dated April 1908 to the first blank free. The colour plates by Southgate are all present
and very good. 40 page publishers catalogue to the rear dated November 1905. £35
145.
Wild Life on a Norfolk Estuary. HB, Methuen & Co., London, 1907.
xv,[1],352,40pp 8vo
Sound blue cloth with slight fading only to the spine. Soiling and foxing to the pages
edges plus foxing to some of the pages at the front and rear but only lightly affecting
the plates. 40 page publisher catalogue at the rear dated September 1907. £65
146.
Man and Nature on Tidal Waters. HB, Methuen & Co., London, 1909.
xiv,[2],315,[1],30,[2]pp Small 8vo
A very good clean copy with bright blue cloth boards and a little soiling to the page
edges. Light inscription dated 1913 to the ffep otherwise the contents are fine and
clean. With a publisher catalogue dated July 1912 to the rear. £50
147.
Rough Notes on the Fish and Fisheries of East Suffolk. Re-printed from
the “Zoologist,” for private circulation with fourteen illustrations and map. HB,
John Buckle, Great Yarmouth, 1910. [8],55,[1]pp 8vo
Original card board covers with title to the front. The top left of the front is worn and
there is some staining to the left side of the rear otherwise the boards are very good
and soundly bound. Minor foxing to the main text section with the plates, preliminaries
and endpapers all fine. Copy 70 of a limited edition of 111. £295
148.
‘Knowlittle, John’. Through Broadland in a Breydon Punt. HB, H. J. Vince,
Norwich, 1920. xvi,112,20pp 12mo
Green cloth bound edition in very good condition. Soiling and foxing to the edges but
largely very good and clean internally. Signed in ink to the dedication page by ‘John
Knowlittle’ and with a 20 page local advertising section to the rear. £65
149.
‘Knowlittle, John’. Through Broadland in a Breydon Punt. HB, H. J. Vince,
Norwich, 1920. xvi,112,20pp 12mo
The green card bound edition in very good condition with just a little rubbing to the
spine. Slight soiling to the edges but in very good clean internal condition, including
the advertising section. £35
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150.
The Cruise of the “Walrus” on The Broads: A Broadland Voyage in a
North Sea Ketch-Boat. HB, Jarrolds Publishers (London) Ltd., [London], [1923].
175,[1],[8]pp Small 8vo
In very good and clean bright blue cloth boards. Spotting to the edges with soiling also
to the upper edges. Contents including local advertising section at the rear are all very
good. £50
151.
Wild-Fowlers and Poacher: Fifty Years on the East Coast. HB DW,
Methuen & Co. Ltd., London, 1929. xiv,284,[4],8pp 8vo
Very slight staining to the otherwise fine blue boards with gilt decoration to the front. A
little soiling to the edges but with the foxing to the edges also notable on some pages.
Otherwise contents including the plates are very good. The foxed half title page
features an inscription, “With a h Patterson John Knowlittles Compls 22/8/29”, along
with a small inked bird illustration. Facing this is an inscription from ‘Aggie’ dated
1/9/29. The dust jacket is bright with very minor wear only, a little soiling to the spine
and a few light red marks to the top of the rear. £125
152.
A Norfolk Naturalist: Observations on Birds, Mammals and Fishes. HB
DW, Methuen & Co. Ltd., London, 1930. xii,209,[3]pp 8vo
Very good with a little fading to the light blue cloth and with spotted and slightly soiled
page edges. Spotting also to some text pages otherwise sound and clean. The dust
jacket is bright with soiling only to the spine but has several chips, a little additional
edge wear and a biro mark to the front. £75
153.
In Norfolk Bird Haunts in A.D. 1755: Reprinted from the “Norfolk
Chronicle” Series. HB, Rounce & Wortley, Holt, 1930. 103,[1]pp Small 8vo
A sound copy in very good bright blue cloth. Soiling to the upper edges and foxing to
all the edges including internally. Otherwise very good and without inscription. £45
154.
Through Broadland by Sail and Motor. HB DW, Blakes Ltd., London, 1930.
xi,[3],141,[1]pp 12mo
A very good copy of the first edition with minor soiling and spotting to the edges and a
very small amount of spotting inside. The dust jacket has minor edge wear and tear
plus some modest soiling to the spine. £49.50
155.
Ellis, Ted [Foreword]. Rough Sketches of Bird-Life. HB, [David Ferrow],
[Great Yarmouth], [1986]. [56]pp Oblong 4to
A very fine copy of this facsimile of the original manuscript limited to 250 copies, this
being number 247. In green half morocco and green cloth with superb full page
illustrations. £50
156.
Brundall on the Broads: An Ideal River Trip. Pamphlet, Facsimile,
[Undated]. 14,[2]pp 12mo
A simple amateur produced black and white facsimile of the original which was
‘Presented with the Compliments of The Brundall Gardens Steamship Co., Ltd.’. Single
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sided pages glued together and stapled at the centre. Complete with advertising and
covers. £25
Contributions by Patterson
157.
“Yarmouth Mercury”. The Caister Lifeboat Disaster, November 14th,
1901. Supplement to the “Yarmouth Mercury,” Saturday, November 23rd, 1901.
Pamphlet, Great Yarmouth Printing Company, Ltd., Great Yarmouth, 1901. [12]pp
Oblong 16mo
Small pamphlet with a frontis illustration by Patterson and in very good condition with a
little soiling and creasing to the cover. Contents are a poem by W. A. Osborne and 6
full page photographs of the boat on the beach and funeral. £95
158.
[Smith, A. H.; Patterson, Arthur Henry]. Catalogue of the Exhibition of
Works of the late Charles Harmony Harrison, held at The Tolhouse Museum,
Great Yarmouth, December, 1902. PB, Chas. A. Campling, Great Yarmouth, 1902.
[20]pp 4to
Catalogue with clean original blue covers, rebacked, and with just a little edge wear.
Facsimile photograph of Harrison inside the cover and contents all very good. Features
a 2 page biographical sketch by Smith and Patterson. Also includes a list of paintings
with lender, an index, and 6 pages of illustrations. £95
159.
Thomas, Edward [Editor]. British Country Life in Spring and Summer
[and] British Country Life in Autumn and Winter. HB, Hodder and Stoughton,
London, 1907. [2],xiv,v-vii,[3],239,[1]pp [and] xvi,240pp 4to
Two volume set with bright green illustrated boards and with gilt title to front and
spine. However there is fading and rubbing to the spines which are nicked at their
tops. Other than foxing to the endpapers they are both in fine clean internal condition.
Each consists of chapters by various authors of which Patterson has contributed two to
each – ‘An October East-Coast Ramble’, ‘In East Norfolk Bird Haunts’, ‘Bird-Watching in
a Breydon Punt’ and ‘August in a Breydon Punt’. Many chapters are accompanied by
tipped in colour plates and Frank Southgate has contributed six across the two
volumes. £75
160.
[Various]. Lowestoft: Souvenir of the Conference of the National Union
of Teachers, Easter, 1914. PB, The National Union of Teachers, London, 1914.
[1],185pp 12mo
A fine clean copy with blue cloth soft covers and fine illustrated contents. Includes a
five page article by Patterson ‘Nature around Lowestoft’. A very nice copy. £35
161.
Riviere, B.B. A History of the Birds of Norfolk Vol. II. HB, [H. F. & G.
Witherby], [London], [1930]. 117-296pp 8vo
Volume 2 only (the only copy seen by us published in 2 parts) in fair condition only but
soundly bound. Staining and fading to the red cloth boards with a deep stain to the top
right corner which has bled through the contents, including several parts of the large
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folding map, up to page 142. No plates present and text has pencil notes plus some ink
and pencil notes to the tissue guards. Patterson interest is a bookplate to the front
pastedown for Judith M. Ferrier of Hemsby Hall illustrated by him. It was not often that
Patterson designed a bookplate for anyone other than himself. £20
162.
Goodess, F. W. From Stickleback to Salmon: Fifty Years of Fishing All
Truth and No Lies. PB, Jarrold and Sons, Limited, Norwich, 1933. (vi),(68),[2]pp
12mo
A fine copy with clean original paper covers except for light soiling to the spine. Fine
inside without inscription and includes a frontispiece drawing by Arthur Patterson. £20

167.
Tooley, Beryl. Scribblings of a Yarmouth Naturalist: An edited selection
from the writings of Arthur Henry Patterson, A.L.S. (John Knowlittle). PB, Beryl
Tooley, Beccles, 2004. [3],iii,138pp Large 8vo
A very fine clean copy but for a little marking to the rear of the cover where a price
label was probably removed. Many illustrations and with 3 pertinent loose newspaper
cuttings. £10.50

About Patterson
163.
Stibbons, Frederick. In the King’s Country. HB DW, Henry Hartley
(Publishers) Ltd, London, 1931. 3-125 ,[3]pp 12mo
Bright and clean black boards with gilt title to front and spine. Missing the ffep and half
title page. Title and contents are foxed otherwise the contents are fine. The dust
jacket is fairly bright with modest soiling but has several chips, tears and additional
edge wear. As well as other Broads material the book includes 2 brief chapters on John
Knowlittle (Patterson). £12.50
157. Caister Lifeboat Disaster

164.
Stibbons, Frederick. In the King’s Country. HB, Henry Hartley (Publishers)
Ltd, London, 1931. 125 ,[3]pp 12mo
Very good black boards with a little rubbing. Modest foxing to the first few and final
pages plus very slight tanning otherwise the contents are fine. As well as other
Broads material the book includes 2 brief chapters on John Knowlittle (Patterson).
£8.50
165.
Manning, Stanley A. Broadland Naturalist: The Life of Arthur H.
Patterson, A.L.S. (“John Knowlittle”). HB DW, The Soman-Wherry Press, Ltd.,
Norwich, 1948. 133,[3]pp Large 8vo
The book is in fine condition with fine blue cloth boards and clean contents without
inscription. Small Starlings Bookshop Dereham label to the front pastedown. The dust
jacket has modest soiling and edge wear and tear. There are also small chips to the
tips of the spine and a little scraping to the upper left side of the front. It remains
however a sound jacket. £18.50
166.
Tooley, Beryl. John Knowlittle: The Life of the Yarmouth Naturalist
Arthur Henry Patterson, A.L.S.. PB, Wilson-Poole Publishers, Norwich, 1985.
159,[1]pp Large 8vo
The covers have some light scratches and minor sunning to the spine but overall this is
a very good copy with many illustrations. Includes a full bibliography at the rear some
items of which have been ticked in pencil by a previous collector. £10.50
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141. Shadow Entertainments

134. The Fishes of
Great Yarmouth District
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